
Program the robot by pushing any of the orange buttons,
depending on how you want the robot to move
                     Rotate left or right 90  on the spot
Forward or backwards 15cm            
Then 'push'  
The Bee Bot can store long sequences
Use the             to clear the previous 

            will make the robot pause
         code or it will add it on     

To get started  click
Choose your level
You can earn 1-3 stars
Click
Use these controls to
program the Bee Bot
to reach the flowers

Match te reo words with correct picture
Discuss & collaborate on how to direct
the Bee Bot

A Bee-Bot is a programmable floor
robot. Students enter instructions to
move the robot forward / backward 

15 cm or to turn right / left. 

Want some help?

Print/draw some events from a
shared story & sequence in order
Write a sentence then cut it up,
code the Bee Bot to order it

Code the Bee Bot to find or avoid things that
you have been learning about e.g. code the
'kakapo-bot' to avoid the possums, rats & stoats

Ease of Use
Robot: With only a few buttons, students quickly figure out how to
program the robot. 
iPad App: An easy way for students to work on early programming skills.

Maths
Order numbers to 10, 20 or in te reo
Skip count in 2's, 3's, 5's etc
Learn number before & after
Learn about directions including 'left' & 'right'
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Bee Bots

ipad/iphone

Spotlight on...

Quick Steps - Bee Bot Robot

Reading & Writing

Language & Communication
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Ideas for Use...

Bee Bot Robot tutorial
Bee Bot App tutorial

Want some more ideas?
You tube tutorials
Pinterest

If you have a 'Twinkl' account, there are

plenty of printable resources available

Quick Steps - iPad app

o

Devices?

Robots & App

a robot 

https://www.impacted.co.nz/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52ZuenJlFyE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aaL6pF4cVUA
https://www.youtube.com/results?sp=mAEB&search_query=how+to+use+bee+bots
https://www.pinterest.nz/search/pins/?rs=ac&len=2&q=bee+bot+activities&eq=bee+bot&etslf=7801&term_meta[]=bee%7Cautocomplete%7C0&term_meta[]=bot%7Cautocomplete%7C0&term_meta[]=activities%7Cautocomplete%7C0

